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Abstract 
 
We propose a new core inflation measure for the Euro area which places the emphasis 
on the more lasting, i.e. persistent, price developments at a disaggregated level. The 
importance of each component of the HICP is reweighted according to its relative 
persistence, as measured by the sum of the autoregressive coefficients or by an 
indicator of mean reversion. Unlike headline inflation, our baseline core inflation 
measure is highly correlated with ECB monetary policy decisions, which could mean 
that it contains ex ante (pre monetary policy) information on inflationary pressure. 
 
 
Keywords: core inflation, inflation persistence. 
 
JEL codes: E31. 
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Non-technical summary 
 
 
Central banks typically define their inflation objective in reference to a medium or 
long term horizon. The ECB for instance is committed to maintain price stability 
defined as a year on year increase in the Euro area Harmonised Index of Consumer 
Prices (HICP) of below 2% over the medium term. In the literature, one of the 

core inflation measure that would exclude the most erratic or volatile components. 
Indeed, most statistical institutes have built various core inflation measures by 
excluding a fixed list of presumed volatile items, such as food and energy in the 
United States or unprocessed food and energy in Europe. Some central banks have 
also chosen to monitor particularly closely such measures, like the Bank of Canada. 
Instead of permanently excluding the presumed most volatile components, it has also 
been proposed to measure the variance of each component at each period of time and 
then use this information to re-weigh the basket by giving less weight to the more 
volatile components. 
 
In this paper we take a somewhat different approach and build a measure of core 
inflation excluding or giving less weight to the less persistent processes. Blinder 
(1997) first made very clearly the case that this view differs from the first approach 
and that it may be closer to the question policy-makers typically have in mind, 
namely: "what part of each monthly observation on inflation is durable and what part 
is fleeting?". 
 
In particular, in this paper we build three alternative persistence-weighted measures of 
core inflation in the euro area and we analyse their properties in terms of correlation 
with current and future headline HICP inflation and with the ECB monetary policy 
decisions. In fact, in an environment of price stability in which the central bank reacts 
aggressively and in a timely manner to inflationary pressure it is highly unlikely to 
find core inflation (or any other) indicators that may be systematically correlated with 
future headline inflation. More revealing about the potential usefulness of a core 
inflation indicator should be its correlation with the monetary policy decisions. We 
show that our baseline measure of persistence-weighted core inflation scores 
remarkably well in this respect. However, it goes without saying that, given the wide 
information set taken into consideration by the ECB, it is highly unlikely that any core 
inflation indicator can be a "sufficient statistic" to explain monetary policy decisions 
in the euro area. 
 
A further interesting result of this study is that there appears to be significant time 
variation in the persistence of the sub-components of the euro area HICP. In contrast 
with the findings of the Inflation Persistence Network, we find services prices to be 
under-weighted in our persistence-weighted indicator, while energy and food prices 
are over-weighted compared with the original HICP weights. This reflects, in our 
view, the different nature of the shocks which have predominantly hit prices in the 
sample period we use in this paper (from 1995 onwards) compared with the longer 
sample period studied in previous work. 

possible ways to disentangle noise from the more lasting developments is to refer to a 
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